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era definition meaning merriam webster Apr 06 2024

1 a a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned b a memorable or important date or event especially one that begins a new period in the

history of a person or thing 2 a system of chronological notation computed from a given date as basis 3 a

equal rights amendment wikipedia Mar 05 2024

the equal rights amendment era is a proposed amendment to the u s constitution that would if added explicitly prohibit sex discrimination it was written by

alice paul and crystal eastman and introduced in congress in december 1923 as a proposed amendment to the united states constitution

era definition meaning dictionary com Feb 04 2024

era 1 ˈɪərə noun a period of time considered as being of a distinctive character epoch an extended period of time the years of which are numbered from a

fixed point or event the christian era a point in time esp one beginning a new or distinctive period the discovery of antibiotics marked an era in modern

medicine

era english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 03 2024

uk ˈɪə rə us ˈer ə us ˈɪr ə add to word list b2 a period of time of which particular events or stages of development are typical the jefferson era a

bygone past era the post war era they had worked for peace during the long era of conflict the fall of the berlin wall marked the end of an era geology

specialized

reconstruction definition summary timeline facts Dec 02 2023

reconstruction in u s history the period 1865 77 that followed the american civil war and during which attempts were made to redress the inequities of

slavery and its political social and economic legacy and to solve the problems arising from the readmission to the union of the 11 states that had seceded at
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or before the outbreak of war

age of enlightenment wikipedia Nov 01 2023

e the age of enlightenment also the age of reason and the enlightenment was the intellectual and philosophical movement that occurred in europe in the

17th and the 18th centuries

era definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 30 2023

era in american english ˈɪərə ˈerə noun 1 a period of time marked by distinctive character events etc the use of steam for power marked the beginning

of an era 2 the period of time to which anything belongs or is to be assigned she was born in the era of hansoms and gaslight

era noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 30 2023

era noun ˈɪrə ˈɛrə a period of time usually in history that is different from other periods because of particular characteristics or events the colonial

modern post war era when she left the company it was the end of an era things were different after that a new era of peace take your english to the next

level

era noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 29 2023

noun ˈɪərə ˈɪrə ˈerə a period of time usually in history that is different from other periods because of particular characteristics or events the victorian

modern post war era when she left the firm it was the end of an era things were different after that a new era of peace this is the start of a new era of peace

and prosperity
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era definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 27 2023

era ˈ erə brit ˈ ɪərə noun plural eras britannica dictionary definition of era count a period of time that is associated with a particular quality event person

etc the victorian era the christian era the era of the horse and buggy we re just now entering an era of great prosperity

era of good feelings summary facts britannica May 27 2023

1815 1825 location united states key people james monroe era of good feelings national mood of the united states from 1815 to 1825 as first described by

the boston columbian centinel on july 12 1817

the era of good feelings american history central Apr 25 2023

the era of good feelings was a period in american history that started with unity and nationalism in the wake of the war of 1812 in 1816 james monroe a

democratic republican won a landslide victory against the federalist candidate rufus king signaling the decline of the federalist party which had opposed the

war of 1812

historical eras list of major time periods in history Mar 25 2023

advertisement the middle ages a d 476 a d 1450 the middle ages is also known as the medieval or post classical era historians refer to the early part of this

period as the dark ages due to the loss of recorded history after the fall of the roman empire in a d 476

the era of open innovation mit sloan management review Feb 21 2023

in the past internal r d was a valuable strategic asset even a formidable barrier to entry by competitors in many markets only large corporations like dupont

ibm and at t could compete by doing the most r d in their respective industries and subsequently reaping most of the profits as well
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era explainer equality now Jan 23 2023

what is the equal rights amendment era the era is a very simple amendment putting protection for women and other marginalized genders directly into the

united states constitution the entire text of the proposed amendment is section 1

what does era mean the word counter Dec 22 2022

according to the merriam webster unabridged dictionary of the english language american heritage and collins english dictionary the word era is a noun that

refers to a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned or some memorable date or event that begins a new period in the history of a person

or thing

in the era of english examples in context ludwig Nov 20 2022

the phrase in the era of is correct and usable in written english it is used to refer to a period in time such as a particular president ruler or dynasty for

example in the era of emperor augustus rome was at the height of its power ford ushered in the era of the automobile

equal rights amendment Oct 20 2022

the equal rights amendment era first proposed in 1923 is an amendment to the united states constitution that guarantees equality of rights under the law for

all persons regardless of sex

looking back at 700 years of singapore national library board Sep 18 2022

looking back at 700 years of singapore singapore s history didn t begin in 1819 when stamford raffles made footfall on the island tan tai yong makes sense

of our 700 year history in this wide ranging essay view of singapore from government hill present day fort canning hill based on a painting by government

surveyor j t thomson 1846
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singapore profile timeline bbc news Aug 18 2022

10 may 2018 a chronology of key events 1819 sir stamford raffles of british east india company establishes trading post on singapore island getty images

singapore was heavily bombed by japan
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